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"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID."

WWW.DENNEWS.COM

Eastern Illinois University, Charleston

CAMPUS

I INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM SYMPOSIUM

.

Terror knows
no boundaries
German security officer
gives speech about
preventing terrorism
during world events
By Adam Palmasani
Staff Correspondent

Terrorism is inescapable.
"America is no longer an
island of paradise," said Wilhelm
Schmidbauer while aDS\vering a
question abouc the existence of
cerrorism.
1
Schmidbauer is the head of
police in Munich, Germany and
has dealr with security for such
events as the World Cup and
Okroberfesc.
Schmidbauer spoke lase nignc
in che Buzzard Audirorium co

discuss his efforts ro prevenr further

terrorise activity in his home
country, Germany.
Munich, Germany played hon
ro the World Cup chis pasr summec
and che efforrs to keep everyone
safe were subsrantlal.
Schmidbauer and his police
force used new technology and
surveillance techniques co prevent
rerrorisc activity.
Schmidbauer said he believes his
police force took the appropriare
measures when faced with a possible
clueac.
"Islamic excremiscs can be found
everywhere," Schmidbauer said.
These rerroriscs, however, can be
difficult co identify and represenr
an imminenr threat.
Major evencs, such as the World
Cup, can serve as a platform for
these cerrorist groups.

»

SEE TERROR, PAGE Z

Former Russian police officer also speaks
By Sarah Whitney
News Editor

Vladimir Sergevoin thinks countries need to present a united front
roward terrorism ific's going to be stopped.
"We have ro have a common approach to this problem," he said.
Scrgevnin spoke at the Symposium on Incernational Terrorism
rhac cook place Monday and wa.s sponsored by the EIU Public Policy
lnsciruce.
Sergevnin teaches ac che Illinois Law Enforcement Execuriw Institute
our of Western Illinois University.
He was a former law enforcement officer in Russia before coming co the
United Scares. He talked abouc the obstacles countries need to overcome
co deal wich cerrorism, defining the cerminology, communicacion between
different agencies in counrries own governmenc, and Rule of Law.
The firsc seep to presenting a unified front is ro define the terminology,
he said.
'"-whac is terrorism ," he asked. "Terrorism is a threat of violence, or
using violence.
Many agree that ch is is universal."
H SEE OffKER, PAGE 2

JOHN BAILEY I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Wilhelm Schmidbauer, police commissioner of Munich, Germany speaks in front of a packed crowd Monday
night in Buzzard Auditorium . Schmidbauer spoke about the coordination of security and protection against
terrorism in Germany for the World ~up, the pope's visit, and Oktoberfest.

County Clerk retires after 20 years on the job
CAMPUS

By Kevin Kenealy
Online Reporter

After 35 years ac Charleston's
County Court House, Berry Coffrin
will say goodbye chis Thursday.
Newly elected County Court Clerk
Sue Rennels of Ashmore will say
hello Friday.
It was raining the day of her
interview, almost symbolic of her
leaving.
"]use can't believe it's coming co
an end here," she said before the
cape recorder even had a chance co
record, tears holding back

Bur now after being in the
position 35 years and elected for
20, it's her time co seep down and
Ice Rennels come in.
Coffrin found her place in

governmenc after going to work in
Washington D.C. in 1967 as a clerk
typi~L in the iJcutifiuttion Uivi~iun
for the FBI. something she said was
not "anything exciting."
And it was as a deputy sheriff
that she scarred her career in the
Counry Board, then co an encrylevel position in vital records, and
then on co her cemented spoc as
County Clerk
"And the rest is history, so co
speak," she said.
That history includes Coffrin as
the secretary and on the board of
directors for Coles County's Court

Appoinred

Special

Advocates,

che Charleston VFW, president
of Coles County's Republican's
Women's
Club
and treasurer
and legislative executive of che

Committee of lllinois Association
of Counry Clerk's and Recorders,
a po~itio11 :.he'~ )CJ vcJ )Ull:C 1990.
And these are just a few of the
organizations she's belonged coo.
For a number of years, she has
been involved on the Red, White
and Blue Days Committee and
was che founding member of that
committee, responsible for planning
and coordinating Charleston's Red,
Whice and Blue Days Parade every
July 4.
The evenc is something thac
although retiring, Coffrin said she
would not abandon.
"Thar's very near and dear co my
hearr," she said.
Yee rooSt people will probably
remember her for her work with
voting, to which she described the

environmenr ar the office on this
year's past election day as almost
hy~Lcriut.I.

"[I was] here at the office at
4:30 in the morning, and you scart
hearing calls from judges that can't
handle a forum, lot of vocer calls
who don't know where co voce, and
at che end of che day you ger locs of
calls from che press wan ring election
results and chat," Coffrin said.
This past election, which yielded
Lower voter rurnouc than the
state and local elections in 2002,
is a result of both whac Coffrio
amibutes to a lack of responsibiliry
by the vorers and the elected officials
not inspiring young people co go
vote.

Cherokee woman speaks to
campus crowd on heritage
,, Pauline Hilb told stories of
her childhood and explained her
knowledge of the Cherokee language
in a talk on campus on Monday.
Page 3
SPORTS

Women's basketball readies
for road game tonight
» Sophomore forward Rachel
Galligan returns to her hometown of
Bloomington to battle the Redbirds of

Illinois State.
Page 1Z

n SEE CLERK, PAGE 2
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»Terror
FROM PAGE 1

Schmidbauer focused much of
his speech on che current threat
posed by Islamic cerrorises during
world evenes and efforcs made by
his police staff.
"It is safe co say that terrorism
is the scourge of our rime,"
Schmidbauer said.
The biggest threat for the
securicy of world evenes is che
actions of international cxcremises
and terrorises, he said.
The terrorises want to scare che
world's population. Therefore, chey
try to attack events where chey can
kill large numbers of people and
can gain substantial coverage, he
explained.
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Anyone can be a ccrrorist and the chis special threat. The scope of
profile has changed. Men, women surveillance measures carried ouc
and children from any counrry, reaches from observations co che
origin and social class can be a surveillance of cdecommunications
terrorist, Schmidbauer said.
• and living space," Schmidbauer
Germany has recently been the said.
Former U.S. Marshall Robert
target of such terrorist activicy.
Bombs were found near the cicy Moore arrcnded the event and
of Cologne in cwo trains filled agrees with him.
with passengers. The bombs did
Moore said there is a global
not detonate because chc ccrrorists problem with terrorism and how co
coo much discover and maintain che problem
responsible used
explosives.
while respecting everyone's rights.
The world needs to be able
"We learn from other countries
to stop these terrorists before and that's why we bring people
chey can act, he said. Therefore, together... it is a global issue,"
surveillance of those thought to Moore said.
be terrorists is highly important.
Mary Anne Hanner, dean of the
Modern technologies arc assisting College of Sciences, said the speech
in police investigations of terrorists, was a success.
Schmidbauer said.
There was a "wonderful crowd,
"We adapted our police scratcgy and it was interesting co hear about
and operational concerns co chcir efforrs," Hanner said.
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FROM PAGE 1

"People count on you nor
voting, especially people in your age
group, they expect you not co vocc,
and I would just really like to sec
the student population show chem
differently," she said.
She has also said that while she
personally feels that campaigns have
overall cakcn a downward spiral
through negative campaigning. she
thinks that young people can't keep
overlooking the imporcancc oflocal
elections.
"Everything has an effect on the
students while chey'rc here, so while
the students may not care about the
school board, what chc school board
does is going to dirccdy impact

you," she said.
While a major portion of
Coffrin's job included gening the
word out on voting, she made it
clear
that
is
noc
che
sole
rcsponsibilicy
of
the councy clerk.
Coffrin said chings she would
recommend to anybody and
especially to Rennels would be
to take one thing ar a rime and
remember that elections arc nor chc
only part of the job, bur also taking
care ofvital records, passports, being
the recorder of deeds, and making
the tax rates.
She made comment a couple of
times chat her choice to retire came
because, simply, she didn't want to
be chc dinosaur in the courthouse.
Now chat she'll be leaving, Coffrin
looks ro spend more time with
her "cwo licclc grandsons" and get

involved in other things.
"I'm nor going to just retire and
go away," she said. "I have a lot of
incerest in children's organizations
and chat sore of thing."
Rennels, who bas been working
cwo jobs for the past year and a
half has said she has worked closely
with Betcy for little over a year now
and has been caking her advice
and watching her as closely as she

can.
What Rennels has not said is
what she plans co do once in the
office.
"I think people can make
promises and this and chat, buc
until you're chere.. .I do have some
chings I wanccoex:plore, wi ch elections
and election judges," Rennels said.
"She [Coffrin] deserves happiness
and a little bit less than
relaxation."
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County Clerk Betty Coffrin stands in front of the Coles County Courthouse where she has worked for the past
35 years. Coffrin was electing to her position in 1986 and is retiring Thursday.
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But that's where chc similarities
srop.
He explained that countries like
rhc United Kingdom call the same
humans freedom fighters who in
Russia are considered terrorists.

They may have a good cause,
bUl why kill students co make your
point, he said.
By uniting together, terrorists regardless of the definition - would
have no place co hide, he said.
'Ihe Charlcsron-Macroon room
was panially filled with mostly
police officers, communicy members
and professors.
Universicy
Police
Chief

Adam Due said that he found
Sergcvnin's points very interescing
specifically his final point that in
Russia, law enforcement officials can
use more authoritarian practices.
"We want to do things to prorecc
students, bur we have to respect
their rights and privacy," he said
about the differences becween chc
way law enforcement works in the
United States versus Russia.

Open for Breakfast
Weekdavs Sam • llam
Weekends Sam - 12pm

$ ~Chicken

J

Lunch

2 pieces of chicken
mashed potatoes & Gravy
coleslaw • biscuit

Ev:;:mT~:;!ay

$)453 Piece Dinne
3 pieces of chicken
mashed potatoes & Gra
coleslaw • 2 biscuits

FRIDAY FISH SPECIAL
serving 4-Spm

CfL

,Y< ~

25 ALL YOU CAN EAT
homemade meatloaf served daily

FREE CAKE
from 4-8 pm
FRI only
(dine in only)

I NATIVE AMERICAN HERITAGE MONTH

CAMPUS

Grandmother receives standing ovation
Pauline Hilb
experienced firsthand
the difficulties of
growing up Native
American

briefs

By Kristina Peters
Activities Reporter

Cherokee Indian Pauline Hilb
was forced to learn English.
Hilb, who was born in 1932,
grew up in the Eastern part of
Oklahoma in Cherokee cercitory
and was taken co a government
school at a young age.
She said the goal of the school
was co make Indians learn EngLlsh
and forget their native language.
However, Hilb did not forger
the Cherokee language and still
remembers some phrases coday.
When Hilb was incroduced co
an audience of 24 ac Monday's
leccure titled "Cherokee Stories" she
opened her calk wich a Cherokee
phrase chac meanl "Hello, how are
you" in English.
After arcending che government
school and when Hilb would speak
in Cherokee, her mother Maggie
Redbird said it was not perfect.
"My momma said co me, 'You
sound Like a white woman trying to
speak Indian,"' Hilb said.
Hilb spent nine months out of
the year ac the governmenr school
where she lived in dormitories
divided into units. Spending chat
much rime away from home was
not always pleasant for Hilb.
"It was very lonely and you'd lay
there liscening co the trains," she
said.
Although it was a lonely rime,
Hilb was glad co receive an education
and she described how proud her
father was when she came home
from che school one summer after
learning to read.
"I know my father wanted co
give me an education," she said. "I
did learn a lot at the government
schools."
Hilb said chac government
schools, which no longer exist, were
the only opportunity for educarion,
bur now Indians have a lot more.
Noc only did Hilb learn English
and ocher subjects in school, but she
also learned about compassion.
Hilb cold che story about how
the children in che government
schools would receive gifts from
home and one day a girl received a
package of candies.

CAMPUS

Early registration for residence
halls could earn dining dollars
H Current Eastern students who
commit to live in the residence halls
or Greek Court could be given $100 in
Dining Dollars at the beginning of the
Fall 2007 semester.
Students can sign an Earl)' Bird
Contract between Nov. 27 and Oec. 15
at the Housing and Dining Office.

Student Government elections
coming up next week
» Student Senate elections for the fall
semester will take place Monday and
Tuesday of next week.
Twenty-one candidates are running
for seats on the senate.

JAY GRABIEC/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Cherokee woman Pauline Hilb tells personal stories from her childhood which she has written down to make
"Cherokee Stories" at the University Ballroom on Monday evening.
She said char all the children
wanred a piece of the girl's candy
and although Hilb wanted some
too, and was offered some, she
did not cake rhe candy because it
was sent to the little girl from her
parenrs.
"I chink she's a sweetheart," said
Abby Ingram, senior English major.
"It's awesome chat people are so
generous at such a young age."
Ingram was one of 24 people
who came to listen to Hilb share
her stories about growing up as a
Cherokee in the United States.
Hilb is che grandmother of
graduate scudenr Sara Lambert,
who asked her grandma ro come
speak at Eastern even though Hilb
had uncertainties.
'Tm not really a professional
speaker. I'm just a grandmother,"
Hilb said.
was
glad
her
Lambert
grandmother came because there
were some stories Hilb cold that she
never heard before.
"Ir was exciting," she said.
Her speech was informal because

as Hilb coldscories, arcendees chimed
in wich questions, something char
director of minority affairs Mona
Davenport liked.
"Students coday like the innerpersonal conversations," D.avenport
said.
Hilb did not just tell stories
about her rime at che government
schools, but about her life at home
with her family as well.
She said her family was poor,
and she grew up in a four bedroom
house without electricity and was a
'little worse chan che prairie house."
Hilb never had toys but rather
lots of pets because her family
farmed.
One of her closest friends as a
child was a chicken named Peewee,
who she trained to come when
she called him. Peewee's neck was
twitching one day and because she
thought he had a cold, she gave him
an aspirin, but found him dead the
next day.
"He was one of my best friends,"
Hilb said.
As a child, Hilb would lay on the

branch of the apple rrees near her
home and dream abour traveling che
United States and owning a station
wagon. In 1954, she got her wish.
In chat year, Hilb got a job
working for a magazine in which she
traveled everywhere. She stopped
her work in 1962 after getting
married and deciding to settle down
and have children.
Hilb is happy to see that her
children are successful and chat
she was able to overcome life's
obstacles.
"I feel happy inside char they
(her children) are successful," she
said. "You can't change che world
but you can change yoursel£"
Attendees applauded Hilb after
hearing her stories and Ingram, who
is raking a Southwest American
literature class, walked away feeling
more insightful.
"(There was) a lot of good
insight. We (in class) haven't covered
anything about the government
schools," she said. "I saw a poster
randomly today and thought I'd
stopped by."

I .FACULTY SENATE

Staff Reporter

The
Academic
Advisory
Technology Committee has made a
proposal co recommend all students
to purchase laptops.
The ATAC,
which
has
a represemarive from every
department on campus, makes
recommendations in order co
enhance technological equipment
journalism

TODAY
Kwanzaa meal at Taylor Dining Center
Time

I All Day

location I Taylor Dining Center
More info I 581-3600

Faculty Senate meeting

I 2p.m.
I Booth library Room 4440
More info I 581-6615

Time

location

Student Recital
Time I 2p.m.
Location I McAfee North Auditorium
Price

I Free

Student Recital

I 7:30 p.m.
location I Tarble Arts Center
Price I Free
Time

mistakes

Senate to hear proposal to require students
to purchase laptops upon coming to campus
By Jessica Kinsella

campus

discuss the many aspects of chis
proposal.
The commircee was asked co
do research on the whole issue,
which may not be something chat's
pursued, Poulter said.
The committee is noc pushing
for anything, he said.
Poulter said che committee is
mainly presenring che proposal
ro start a conversarion about the
subject.
John Stimac, chair ofche geology/
geography deparcmenc and senate
recorder said the proposal would
~ ..S.NQe.nA tilt opportunity to

cake notes in class on their laptops.
"I chink it's a wonderful idea,"
Srimac said. "There are some real
pros and coqs."
Students would be able ro
purchase rhe laptops through
financial aid and it would be up ro
individual inscructors ro implement,
Srimac said.
There are many advantages co
purchasing a Laptop through the
university, Poulter added.
Some students are required ro
purchase a laptop through their
school in ocher universities across
the United Scates.

Students from Indiana State are
required to do so, Poulter said.
A laptop char is purchased
through the university can be
cheaper, offer a larger warrantee and
provide free sofrware for students,
he said.
Many of che questions senate
members have should be answered,
said Faculty Senace Chair Assege
HaileMariam.
The senate will also concinue
discussions on che Faculty Forum.
The meeting is ar 2 p.m. today
in che Booth Library Conference
Room4440.

» In Monday's edition of the Dai~
Eastern News, the paper ran a photo
with a story covering Eastern student's
protest over break against the group
commonly known as the School of The
Americas.
The photographer also par:ticipated
in the event, and a note should have
been made of the conflict of interest.
The DEN regrets the errors.
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To report any errors, local events or
general suggestions for future editions
please contact our news editor, Sarah
Whitney, via:
Phone I 581-7942,
E-mail I DENnewsdesk@gmail.com
Office visit I 1811 Buzzard Hall.
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Amazon.com
introduces
the future
By Matt Prewitt
Brown University

(U-WIRE) PROVIDENCE., RI.
- "How many people live on less than
a dollar a day? Imagine if they could
earn quadruple chat, just by performing
menial tasks on a computer for a few
hours."
Jeff Bezos, the founder and CEO of
Amazon.com quoted above, has created
a monstrosity: Amazon Mechanical
Turk, a Web site launched in November
2005 chat pays people pennies co
perform very simple online tasks chat
are difficult co automate or computerize,
Uke identifying the color of objeccs in a
photo or answering trivia questions.
The name Mechanical Turk comes
from an 18ch-Cenrury hoax perpetrated
by a man named Wolfgang von
Kempdcn. A supposed chess-playing
automaton called "The Turk" began to
tour Europe, winning a number ofhighprofile matches. Audiences were amazed,
until the Turk turned out not to be an
automaton at all: like the Wonderful
Wizard of 07., a chess master hid in a
special compartment, controlling its
operations.
Likewise, the Mechanical Turk
Web service today performs the tasks
of a machine through human hands.
Companies or individuals can use the
Web service as an online market to
outsource rote labor. Let's say you wane
co write a traveler's guide co Chicago but
aren't &miliar with the restaurant scene.
You could post a cask on Mechanical
Turk, asking "Turkers" (random workers
in cyberspace) co name the city's top 10
restaurants in exchange for a symbolic
wage, say three cents. You could even
post the same task 100 times, and get
a thorough survey for a grand cotal of
three dollars (plus a small commission
paid to Amazon). If a "Turker" doesn't
perform the job properly or ifyou aren't
satisfied with their work, you don't
have co pay th.em. It's all part of chc
Mechanical Turk contract.
Anybody can register and scare
performing casks, but it's impossible co
earn a living on the service. Today, as
I browse chc postings, I sec a lucrative
opportunity: someone seeking an
English-to-Italian translation is offering
$10, although the translation has to
be completed within 60 minures. For
Mechanical Turk, char's an amazing
wage.
The world may not be quite ready
for this particular revolution. In face,
the system has already run into its first
major problem: there are now coo many
people offering nearly free labor, and coo
few people posting casks to keep them
all busy.
The concept behind Mechanical
Turk is what's cruly fascinating about
it. Division of labor has been taken co
a whole new level, and the possibilities
seem endless. For very lirtle money,
posters can gee "Turkers" co do jusr
abour anything.
This is the point where rny
imagination descends completely into
science-6.ction-induced overstimulation.
I could see the 'Mechanical Turk'
markerplace replacing many employees.
. . . . '"' • • • fl ...... - •

11'" •
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Athletic department brings
main stage to Eastern
ISSUE I Eastern successfully
pursued bringing the playoff
game to O'Brien Stadium

Last season, Eastern was matched up
against Southern Illinois; this year, ic was
ISU.
The home team in chat case is decided

When Cole Stinson's interception was

by a series of 6.ve criteria: the qualiry of the
stadium, the attendance history, the team's

returned for a touchdown to lock down
Illinois State's 24-13 victory on Nov. 27, an

performance, the well-being of the athletes

estimated crowd of 4,400 (mostly) Eastern

and the revenue potential. Eastern clearly
lose the fuse three, the fourth is a coss-up.

fans filed out sadly.
But those 4,400 got an incredible show,
and 1he Daily Eastern News would like to
thank the athletic deparonent for its second
straight year of aggressively pursuing a 6.rsc-

The only reason they were awarded the game
was clearly the $30,000 minimum payment

they were willing to give the NCAA.
Eastern struggles to build its prestige
and srudenc pride at times. le was evident in

round home game for Eastern football.
For most National Collegiate Athletic
Association spores, Division I is the highest

the student side of the stands at the game,
which were virtually empty as students

level of competition in which Eastern

could not be bothered to come home a

competes. However, for football, that level is

day early from their breaks. Bue those who

split into cwo - I-A and I-AA. I-A is for the
largest schools chat make (and spend) large
amounts of money with football. I-AA is for

were th.ere got a show they will hopefully
remember next year and beyond.
It would be easy to nitpick over the cash

teams that (amongst other things) want to

shelled out on no guaranteed return, but

keep coses down.

some things are worth paying for.

Thus was the playoff format, that Eastern

And outside of the Tony Romo
phenomenon, there is no better opportunity

competes in, formed. In this interesting
system, 16 ce.ims make the playoffs. The top
four, as judged by a selection committee,

than a playoff game in beautiful weather at
O'Brien.

Build a
community
The community is a cell in the
organism of sociely, therefore each
community is vital co the economic
health and cohesion of the greater whole
- the nation.
In our "me" centered society, with its
anything-goes, dog-eat-dog mentality,
we undermine the glue char holds the
community together by focusing on
issues that only affect the few rather
than the many.
Unforcunarely, there are those who
wane co split the social cohesion of our
communities.
They see only Democrat or
Republican, black or white, man or
woman, gay or straight, Christian or
non-Christian, rich or poor, criminal
or innocent and on and on until we no
longer see our common interests; we
only see antagonism and condemnation.
In reality, the community does not
split into rwo or three of chese near
categories.
We are a cornucopia of individuals
and families who need co see past our
own narrow focus in order co nurture
the whole growth of the community, not
just one portion of it.
We need co support local businesses,
create mutual festivals and holidays,
contribute co civic projeccs and lift
up che less fortunate among us nor
by closing factories and running
competitors out of town, but by
encouraging fur competition, economic
growth, affordable education and
universally available health care right
here where those things will make the
most impact.
Many of us come from pluralistic
communities, but contrary to what we
are caught on Saturday morning TY, we
muse not nurrurc those differences or lee
them divide us.
We must look for commonalities,
or the damage that has been done may
never be repaired. Because the more
we look at each other with suspicion
and hostility, the more we identify our
neighbors as "the other," and the more
we forget about our common interests,
the more likely it becomes chat the
United States will share the same face
as Indonesia, India, South Africa, the
former Soviet Union, Yugoslavia or a
hundred other countries around the
world wrought by religious and ethnic
confucc.
The United States bas certainly not
been immune to its share of internal
conflict, and that is all the more
reason co begin nurruring a growth
of community right now. We need
co put our disagreements aside and
work together for a cleaner, happier,
more productive physical and working
environment where everyone sees the
positive results of their labor within
their existing community.
Because the bonds are so precarious,
because what is at stake is so important,
we cannot be persuaded by divisive and
egotistical philosophies. We rnusc work
together and build our community for
the greater welfare of the whole.

are seeded one through four and guaranteed
home games. For the ocher four 6.rst-round
games, teams are matched up more or less
geographically, crying co shorten the trips

The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
Reach the opinions editor at
DENopinions@gmail.com.

and cue down on travel costs.

Michael
Kleen

FEATURED BLOGGER

I KATEY MITCHELL
"Borat, or rather Sacha Baron Cohen,
the actor who portrays Borat, uses
all the prejudices the film presents
to its comedic advances."

Michael Kleen is a history graduate student.
He can be reached at maldeen@eiu.com.

SEND US YOUR OPINIONS
E·mail I DENopinions@gmail.com
Mail I 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
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I MARK HUDSON

Director promotes on campus living
Mark Hudson, the director ofUniversity Housing and Dining,
sat down with The Daily Eastern News Associate News Editor
Nicole Milstead to talk about his job and his hopes for Eastern.
Question: What is your job?
Answer: As the director I have the responsibility for making
sure chat scudenrs get what they pay for. Thar it is a high level
of service and an environment chat enhances srudem's success
here at Eastern.

Q: How long have you been h ere at Eastern?
A: I have been here most recently since 2001 as the director
but I was an undergraduate and a graduate srudcnt here from
1976 ro '83.

Q: What do you think has changed the most on campus

&om when you were a student to now?
A: Without a doubr che most significant change is che level
of technology chac is a pare of our everyday life. Everything
from high-speed Internet connection co cell phone uses to
chose kind of cechnological evolutions char have just become
our everyday existence.
1 also think the ocher thing chat is probably che most
different in cerms of our deparcment, specifically, is level of
flexibilicy che scudencs have, especially in che dinmg program.
Where you used co be able co eat three times a day at 8 o'clock
in the morning, at noon and 5 o'clock in che evening, now
you can ear from 7:15 in che morning until l o'clock m the
morning during che week. {'There's) lots of flexibility and locs
of different service options.
They used co serve che same thing in all the dining centers,
now there arc thousands of options scudencs can cake advancage
of.

ElllC KILTNEB

I TKE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

As the director of housing and dining, Mark Hudson decides what his department can do to meet the ever-changing needs
of students on campus. Hudson said students who live on campus tend to have better GPAs and graduate at a higher rate
than students who live off campus.

Q: Why sh ould students live on campus?
A: The proof is in che outcome. The srudenrs who have
lived on campus collectively through the years have graduated •
at a higher race; they have gotten higher GPAs and have just
been overall more successful. I chink chac's because you have
chc physical location, you've got chat opportunity co connect
with ocher people in your classes and (able co) easily access
university resources.
The combination ofall these things really enhances scudencs'
education because chey are acrually living in an environment
char is supportive of chac.

Q: What is the new and the big thing for on campus
housing right n ow?
A: Well right now che new and che big ching is how do
you develop more flexibility for studencs in their living
environment? We are in che middle of a program where we
ate changing out all of chc srudenc furnirure in all che rooms.
And for many of chem chis means going from a fixed furniture
where the desk, the bed and everything is builc-in co having
chis special movable furniture chat chey can puc in 20 different
configurations.
So now chc big thing in terms of che physical environment
is how can students use chat to design cheir room the way they
wane. In fu.cc they typically change it on average three times a
semester so chey like co have char kind of Bexibilicy with their

space.

Q: Why is Eastem's on campus environment different
from other colleges on campus environments?
A:. The difference is chat this is an integrated college campus
because as you walk down che sidewalk you will walk past a
residential building and then an academic buildillg and chen
you run into another residential building, and ic really is pare
in part of the same physical layout where ocher campus have
their academic areas exclusively in one pare of campus and
their residential in another pare of campus.
I chink ir is a great advanrage we have char everything is
really entwined cogecher.

Q: What do you h op e you can change h ere at Eastern?
A:. Well, I am not sure I am looking for change per say,
but I am always looking for ways to meec the ever-changing
scudent need.
Their interest in more privacy, their interest in a higher level
of service and making sure they get a good qualicy return in
their investment because chat is what living on campus is; it is
an investment in their college career and in their education.
I guess what I want co do is make sure chac we are in rune
with srudenrs and making sure we talk co scudenrs all the
time co incorporate feedback into where we are raking the
program so chat chis program will be a good return on their
investment.

Q: Do you have any advice you want to give students?
A: My advice co studencs is chat a universicy environment
offers thousands of opportunities for learning outside the
classroom.
Do well wich your classes, study bard, go to class and
be prepared but then ourside that classroom engage in the
opponunities rhac make education come alive. Be engaged in
srudent activities, student organizations, cake on leadership
responsibilities because chat opponunity is where relationships
are formed chat will last you a lifetime. Skills are developed
chac will enhance your ability to be successful in the world
outside ofEascern.

Q: What makes you so friendly and happy with your
job?
A: I think I have the besc job on campus. I love interacting
with srudencs, 1 am excited co come co work everyday because
I feel if we do our jobs well we will make a difference in the
lives of scudenrs.
lf we don't do it well we could just as easily hurt chat
opportunity for chem to be successful. So, we work hard to
chink abouc helping srudcncs and helping chem be successful
... A Joe of times chat means helping chem find che resources
that are available chac chis campus offers. Whac makes me
happy is seeing students be successful.

WEARE
SING THE
$2.75 - ALL SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM
$3.50 - ALL EVEN ING SHOWS

~ARIN

OPEN SEASON (PG)"tlAILY 7:00

STUDENT
HOUSING AT
EIU

FLICKA {PG) DAILY 6:45

s5

All Shows Before NOON

Fnday, Saturday. Sunday & Holidays

SHOWTIMES FOR NOV 27 - 30

4 BEDROOM HOUSES
217 .345.1400
APPLY ONLINE TODAY AT
www.universityvillagehousing.com

BOBBY (R) 4:30 7:30 10:10
DEJA VU (PG 13) ON 1WO SCREENS
4:00 7:00 10:00
DECK THE HALLS (PG) 5:00 7:15 9:40
HAPPY FEET (PG) 3:45 6:20 8:50
CASINO ROYALE (PG 13) 4:45 8:00
LETS GO TO PRISON (R) 9:50
STRANGER THAN FICTION (PG 13)
4:10 6:50 9:30
BORAT (R) 2:15 5:15 7:40 9:55
SANTA CLAUSE 3: THE ESCAPE CLAUSE
(G) 4:20 6:40 9:00
FLUSHED AWAY (PGl 2:30 5:30 7:50
BUY TICKETS ONLINE AT FANDANGO.COM
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Bush meets with, praises Iraq
panel for being possible allJ

Band director
Virgil Tiller and
Montrell Givens
(both center)
pray after the
practice in
New Orleans
Oct. 5, 2006.
The famous St.
Augustine High
School marching
band- the
Purple Knights,
also known as
the "Marching
100."
ZllYE1' 11ZDA1 I

WASHINGTON - President Bush
on Monday praised a bipartisan
commission on Iraq for asking him good
questions but said "I'm not going to
prejudge" the report the panel soon
will issue. He pledged to search with
victorious Democrats in Congress for
a consensus on how best to proceed.
Bush said the goal in Iraq remains "a
government that can sustain, govern
and defend itsett and serve as an ally in
this war on terror."

Nuclear suspicion makes Bush
call for global isolation of Ira•
WASHINGTON - President Bush,
responding to concerns Israeli Prime
Minister Ehud Olmert brought to the
White House, called on Monday for
worldwide isolation of Iran until it "gives
up its nuclear ambitions." The risk to
the world extends beyond Israel and the
Middle East, Bush said in Oval Office
remarks to reporters after meeting
with Olmert for an hour. The United
States and Israel say they believe Iran is
working on nuclear weapons, although
Tehran says its work on the technology
is aimed only at producing energy.

U.S. warns Iraq to stop Shiite
mllltlas after 91 people die
BAGHDAD, Iraq - The U.S. Central
Command chief confronted Iraq's prime
minister on Monday over how Iraqi
forces would halt raging violence and
signaled a possible prelude to shifts in
American policy on engaging Iran and
Syria. The meeting came as sectarian
attacks killed at least 91 people
throughout Iraq, 46 of them showing
signs of torture. The U.S. military
announced the deaths of four additional
American soldiers.

NATION
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I NEW YORK

Press group asks Rumsfeld to
review·detention of AP staffer
The As'Sociated Press

NEW YORK - The chairman
of a press freedom group has asked
Defense Secretary Donald H.
Rumsfeld co intervene personally
in the case of an Associated Press
photojournalist detained by the
U.S. military for nearly seven
months.
Photographer Bilal Hu.ssein
was arrested in Iraq in April under
circumstances chat remain unclear
and unexplained by the Pentagon.

In a lercer faxed to Rumsfeld
on Nov. 6, Paul E. Steiger,
chairman of the Commicree to
Protect Journalises, said rhe group
was concerned about Hussein's
indefinite
detention
without
charges or a trial. He asked
Rumsfeld co review the ~ "to
ensure that justice is done."
"He should either be charged
with a crime in a court of law and
given a fair trial or released at once,"
Steiger wrote.
A
Defense
Department

spokesman declined to comment
on the letter, which was fuxed cwo
days before Rumsfeld's resignation
was announced. "We rypicaJly don't
discuss private correspondence the
secretary receives," said Le. Col.
Mark Ballesteros.
Hussein, an Iraqi whose work
was pan of a package chat won a
Pulitzer Prize for The Associated
Press last year, was detained in
Ramadi on April 12.
AP executives repeatedly have
sought to persuade U.S. officials

co provide additional information
about allegations against Hussein
and co have his case dismissed or
transferred to the Iraqi criminal
justice system. Among ics cfforcs,
the AP contacted military leaders
in Iraq and the U.S. ambassador to
Iraq, Zalmay Khalilzad.

I WASHINGTON

Pentagon lacks internal watchdog in midst of war
Even while the military
spends $1 billion a
month in Iraq
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON
The
Pentagon has been without its
chief watchdog · for more than a
year, even as the military spends
billions of dollars a month in Iraq
and controversy simmers over
warrantless surveillance, missing
weapons and friendly fue deaths.
President Bush's nominee for the
inspector general job is being held up
because answers he gave lawmakers
have raised concerns with a key
senator about his independence.
The inspector general's job
was created by Congress more
than a quarter century ago to
be an independent warchdog co
investigate fraud, mismanagement
and abuses like the infamously
overpriced hammers and toilet
seats that became past symbols of
Pentagon waste.
The Defense Department's lase
inspector general, Joseph Schmitz,
stepped down in August 2005,
and Bush named David Laufman,
a federal prosecutor with GOP

credentials, co cake over the job
months ago. The currenr inspector
gt"neral's office has been criticized as
being slow to get staffon the ground
to investigate Pentagon issues in Iraq
and as shying away from examining
the National Securiry Agency's
electronic surveillance program.
Laufman's nomination came to
a halt after he testified to che Senate
Armed Services Comminee chis
' summer that the inspector general's
law requires him co consult wich the
defense secretary before embarking
on cases involving national securiry
and ocher sensitive matters.
Career employees inside the
inspector general's office alerted
Democratic Sen. Carl Levin's
office that such consulcacions
would be a major departure from
current practice. They said they
had discussed their concerns with
Laufman but could not change his
mind.
Levin, D-Mich., who probably
will take over as chairman in January
when Democrats assume control
of the Senate, said Laufman's
willingness to talk to the secretary
jeopardized his independence.
'Tm very, very surprised by your
answers," LeYin said. ".I think it's
c:Wfercnc from chc prior practic.c.

And I think it represents a departure
in terms of the independence of the
inspector general."
Levin was correcr that the current
inspector general office hasn't been
consulting chat way. Laufman was

correct in noting the federal law's
language suggests he should. The
senator also is challenging Laufman's
veraciry because career employees
said they raised concerns abour the
issue wirh Laufman.
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Eastmn Illinois University

Doughnuts Are On Sale in the

UNIVERSITY UNION PANTHER PANTRY
DON'T MISS OUT!!
Great Low Prices!!!
$5.00 Per Dozen
$2.50 Half Dozen
45¢ Single Doughnut

100 Dozen
Krispy Kreme Doughnuts
EVERY THURSDAY at 7am
Call 581-5122 or 581-3616
to place an order early
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I CHICAGO

Journalist tells of visiting interrogation center
The Assooate Press

CHICAGO - Journalise Juelich
Miller cold a federal court jury
Monday how she secretly witnessed
che 1993 interrogation of a Chicago
grocer charged wich providing
money and recruits to Palestinian
terrorises.
Miller, who was Cairo bureau
chief of The New York Times at
the time, said Muhammad Salah's
lawyer cold her that he had been
tortured by Israeli agents at the
interrogation center but she saw not
evidence of that.
"He was boasting, be was jaunty,
there was no reason to believe chat
he had been subjected to chat kind
of treatment," Miller tcscified.
Salah, 53, and former university
professor Abdclhalccm Ashqar, 48,
are charged in a federal racketeering
indictment with providing money
and fresh rccruics co Hamas in
its campaign to topple che Israeli
government.
The two men say they merely
tried
to
help
impoverished

IWNOIS

Palestinians suffering under the
Israeli army's occupation of the
West Bank and Gaza. They deny
that they arc Hamas members or
~11pporc any form of terrorism.
Salah was arrested in Israel in
January 1993 and served four and
a half years in Israeli prisons before
his release and rcrurn to Chicago.
He claims that he was deprived
of sleep, hooded and forced to sit in
a tiny chair with his hands cuffed
behind his back before be made a
series of statements to agents of
che Shin Bet - the Israeli security
agency.
Shin Bet interrogators using
aliases and testifying before a
courtroom cleared of spectators
have said that Salah's statements
were voluntary. Miller drew the
national spotlight when she served
85 days in jail for civil contempt
after refusing to testify before a
federal grand jury in Washington's
ClA leak investigation. She resigned
from The Times in 2005.
She testified chat she flew to
Israel in 1993 after reading about

Salah's arrest and contacted aides to
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzak Rabin,
whom she described as a longtime
friend.
lhrough Rabin and Shin Bet
chief Yakov Perry, she was invited
to visit chc interrogation center in
Ramallah provided chat she would
not reveal in any article she wrote
chat she had been cherc and seen
Salah questioned.
She said that she agreed to chat
condition after checking with an
editor. On cross examination,
she was asked which editor had
approved.
"I don't rccall, we had a lot of
editors, sir," she said.
She also said chat she could not
remember whether she was allowed
to use a tape recorder watching chc
interrogation session on television
from a room adjacent to where
Salah was being questioned.
She continued to say she could
not remember after being reminded
of a 1998 radio interview in
which she said she had used a tape
recorder.

Miller said she was taken to che
interrogation center because the
Israelis wanted her to write about
Salah. He allegedly had already
confessed chat money to finance
Hamas was coming ouc ot the
United States and Israeli officials
wanted to draw chis country's
attention co that.
Bue she said she was initially
skeptical and believed chat Salah
might have been tonured into
making such statements and was
only willing to write a story after
seeing him for herself under Israeli
in cercogacion.
"Was he handcuffed?" federal
prosecutor Carrie E. Hamilton
asked.
"No," said Miller. She said she
was "looking at him for any sign of
torture." But she said that she saw
nothing chat raised such concerns.
Defense attorneys repeatedly
tried to portray her as biased in
favor of Israel. "Have you ever been
used as a Mossad asset?" asked Salah
attorney Michael Deutsch, referring
to the Israeli intelligence service.

I BELLEVILLE

Injured officer remains critical, wife thanks supporters
The Associated Press

BELLEVILLE - lhc

wife of
a police officer who was crirically
injured during a standoff with a
murder suspecc thanked che public
for its suppon Sunday and said her
husband will prove his "courage and
determination" as he recovers from
his wounds. Sgt. Jon Brough, a 22year veteran of the Belleville police
force, was shoe in the face Friday ac

che beginning of a standoff wich a
man sought in connection with
the slayings of a Swansea couple.
He remained in critical condition
Sunday afternoon ac Saint Louis
University Hospital, a spokeswoman
said. Wendy Brough said her
husband is an honest, hardworking
man.
"He will further prove his
strength, courage and determination
as he begins the process of recovery,"

she said in a written statement. "The
outpouring of thoughts and prayers
is greatly appreciated and we thank
every one of you!"
Brough was among a group
of officers who arrived at a home
Friday in search of Larry J. Sicka.
Sicka was wamed in connecrion
wich the killings of Henry Kahle,
79, and Dolores Kahle, 69, the
parents of his estranged wife, police
said. The Kahlcs were shoe on

Thursday and Sicka was holed up
in an acquaintance's borne. Brough
was shoe as officers cried to search
che home. Another officer suffered
minor cuts from broken glass in the
exchange of gunfire. Several hours
later, SWAT team members entered
the house and found Sicka dead
wich a sclf-inflicced gunshot wound.
Illinois State Police are reviewing chc
incident and how Belleville police
responded to the standoff.
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PARTMENTS
Renting for fall 2007
3 Bedroom Apartments

New Carpet
- Free Parking

- New Furniture
- lnclades Trash

Close to Campus - Great Rent Rates
For Info CaH Beek at 345-0936
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The Associated Press

PHI• wo. . . claarged witll
murder In u-huband's deatlt
PEORIA - A Pekin woman who
allegedly rammed her ex-husband with
a car was charged with first-degree
murder Monday, hours after the man
died.Bond for Krystle McGlothlin, 25,
was set at $2 million during a brief
court hearing. Handcuffed and wearing
a blue jail uniform, she shook her head
no when asked whether she could
afford an attorn~ She had previously
been charged with attempted murder,
but the charges were upgraded after
her 26-year-old ex-husband- Dennis
McGlothlin - was pronounced dead
Monday at OSF St. Francis Medical
Center.
He underwent brain surgery at the
Peoria hospital after he was run down
Friday in a parking lot outside the Pekin
apartment of a woman he was visiting.
Krystle McGlothlin's case was assigned
to the Tazewell County public defender's
office, but an attorney had not yet
been appointed Monday afternoon, a
spokeswoman for the office said.

lew locatioR, few llSHS
lli9llli911t legislllhlre's sessio•
SPRINGFIELD - Illinois lawmakers
will make history when they convene
this week. and it has nothing to do
with the legislation they debate. It's
where they're debating. The Senate is
meeting in makeshift quarters at the
Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library,
while the House returns to an old friend
- the House chambers at the Old State
Capitol, where legislators last met in
the 70s.
The 1870s. Delays in a multi-million
dollar renovation of their Statehouse
chambers have forced the change
during the fall veto session, which
starts Tuesday. lawmakers are likely to
consider raising the state's minimum
wage and freezing electric rates that
are scheduled to jump dramatically in
January.
But lawmakers may be reluctant to
raise wages If the federal government
will take that step soon, and the freeze
faces a rocky path.
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Apartments for 2, 3, 4 or 5 People
THESE APARTMENTS ARE AWESOllE!!!

THIS BUILDING HAS IT ALL!!

SKYLIGHTS * TALL VAULTm CEILINGS *
* VINITI~ in ALL BmROOMS *
* BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED *
* KITCHEN IPPLllNC~

* HOT TUBS * SAUNAS *
* ELEVATOR * TREADMILLS *
* ELLIPTICALS * POOL TABLES *
* FULL FLOOR OF WEIGHT
EQUIPTMENT *

(including DISHWASHERS &: GARBAGE DISPOSAIS)

217-345-5022

www.unique-properties.net
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Northern Illinois U. student wins $2 5K on game show
(U-WIRE)

DEKALB

Answering 10 questions in IO
minutes earned one Northern
Illinois University srudenc $25,000.
Kacie
Walanan,
a
senior
arc hiscory major, was che final
contestant on che college edition of
"Who Wanes co be a Millionaire."
The show was recorded Oct. 26 and
aired Friday.
After caxes, Waltman plans to use
half che money co pay off some of
her student loans. She said she'll use

che ocher half as a down payment
on a house.
Since her parents are not helping
her pay for college, she said ir makes
chem feel a little less guilty now that
she has won che money.
While watching che ocher
concestan cs sir in che hot seat,
Waltman said she scarced co get
nervous. She saw college editions of
game shows before and thought the
questions would be easier than the
normal editions.

campus clips
LIFESKILLS
WORKSHOP:
Counseling Center is presenting
Depression- "I can't get out of
bed!" Wednesday, November 29
at 7:30 p.m. in the MLK UnionCharleston/Mattoon Room.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11n8

•

help wanted

!BARTENDING! Up to $2SO/
day, no experience necessary.
Training available 800-96S-6S20
ext.239
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11DO
EGG DONOR NEEDED: loving,
childless couple searching for
their special angel Prefer healthy
college student. STD FREE, no
smoking or drugs. Between the
ages of 19-27, S'S" or taller.
Light brown to blonde hair, blue
eyes and average weight. $S,OOO
compensation plus all medical
and travel. Please respond by
email to TNCRAMBO@aol.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12-6

sublessors
Sublessor Needed Spring 2007
Campus Pointe (217) 345-6001
Mention Dale and Dan
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12101
Sublessor needed for SP '07. 1
room in a house, $275/month
+ utlities, 2 car garage, W/D,
dishwasher, garbage pick-up,
wireless internet, pets allowed!!
Double bed and desk available,
if desired. Call Kevin 0 630-3062800.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/01
Sublessor needed.
Freshly
remodeled, internet and garbage
included. Negotiable on relit.
Call Christina at 217-257-5013.
12/11

for sale
Rarely used White Nintendo
DSLite and games including with
Brain Age. $200 obo. Michael
581-2788.

't'

for rent

Wanted: One bedroom furnished
in a residence for one year. Call
345-5456
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11n8
For Rent for 4 Students. 20072008 School Year. 4 Bedroom
House with WID, Garbage, $300
each/month, 10 month lease.
Phone 345-2017.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11ns
Part time receptionist Looking
for a health minded enthusiastic
energetic individual with good
people skills. Apply in person
at Gandolfi Chiropractic Center
2115 18th St Charleston.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11128

'•'

Despite that, she said a lot of the
questions were hard. The difficulty
of the questions was pretty random,
she said.
"It's just kind ofluck, and I was
lucky," Waltman said.
Waltman said her original
$25,000-question
was,
"What
European country is bordered by
just cwo other countries?" She said
she was prercy sure she knew the
answer, buc decided to uade the
question in for another one. She

for rent

1106 Johnson,
AWESOME,
spatial duplex, 5 bedrooms, 2 in
bath, 2 blocks from campus, w/d,
avail Jan. 2007, utilities included.
345-2982
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/8
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT
Across from campus. www.
eiuapts.com. 345-2416
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
One, two, three, and four
bedroom
fully
furnished
apartments, duplexes leasing for
2007-2008.
Lincoln Avenue
and Ninth Street locations for
additional information call 3480157.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1211 l
One and two bedroom fully
furnished apartments available
Spring 2007 Lincoln Avenue and
Ninth Street locations. For more
information call 348-0157.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/11

't'

said the second question was what
Roman god's name is in one of
Mozarc's symphonies. She guessed
incorrectly and walked away wich
$25,000.
"After reaching the $25,000
mark, you can't lose any money, so
my final answer was pretty much a
free guess," Walanan said.
Waltman works at the Medieval
Trmes in Schaumburg, 111., and said
she doesn't plan on quitting any
rime soon. She also plans co finish

for rent

FOR
2007-2008
SCHOOL
YEAR. VERY NICE 1, 2, 3,
4, 6, 7, AND 8 BEDROOM
HOUSES, TOWNHOUSES AND
APARTMENTS.
FOR MORE
INFO VISIT US AT MYEIUHOME.
COM OR CALL US AT (217)4937559.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Available January 07, 2 bedroom,
1 bathroom apartment Close to
campus. $460 total 512-9528
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
LADIES CUTE 2 & 3 BEDROOM
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS
AT 1521 lST STREET. VERY
ECONOMICAL.
10-MONTH
LEASE. 345-5048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
FALL 2007 3,2 BEDROOM
HOUSES. 2 BEDROOM 2 BATH
APARTMENTS. 1026 EDGAR.
348-5032
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

IMMEDIATELY
AVAILABLE.
Furnished
3br.
and
2br
apartments.
Sublease/terms
negotiable. 1 Block from campus.
Call 217-493-7559
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/11

3 bedroom apartments, walking
distance to campus. Sign lease
in November for 07-08' school
year. 10% discount on 1st months
rent.345-3554
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

2 Bedroom, l Bath Home's.
"Campus side of Lincoln.~ $300
a month per person. No Pets.
345-5037.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1211

For rent fall 2007 11 bedroom1102 6th St.; 4 bedroom· 1800
12th St..; 5 bedroom- 1204
Garfield; 2 bedroom- 1705 12th
St.. 217-868-5610
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/08

5 Bedroom, 2 Bath Home.
"Campus side of Lincoln." $300
a month per person. No Pets.
345-5037.

3 Br. Homes, Fall 07, washers
and dryers, from $240/person to
$350. 549-3333
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1109

3 Bedroom, 1 Bath Home's.
HCampus side of Lincoln.'' $300
a month per person. No Pets.
345-5037.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1211

For Lease Fall 2007
through
6 bedroom houses. Great
locations, Great rates 217-3463583 or 217-549-2454 WWW.
eiustudenthousing.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1110

1 bedroom apartments fro August
07-08'.PP& W PROPERTIES,
2 EXCELLENT LOCATIONS;
1 BLOCK AND 1112 BLOCKS
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON
6TH STREET. 1 OR 2 PERSON
LEASES. CENTRAL HEAT,A/C
AND LAU"IDRY FACILITIES.
WATER, TRASH
SERVICES
AND OFF STREET PARKING
INCLUDED.Perfect for serious
or
couples348students
8249,www.ppwrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

DON'T WAIT! EXTREMELY
NICE 2 BEDROOM APTS AND
3 BEDROOM HOMES WITH
W/O. NO PETS. LITTEKEN
RENTALS.345-9267
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1211

Park Place Apartments: 1 unit
availab:e immediately call for
details. Contact Jen 348-1479

________ oo

$.30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day

Non-student Classified Rates
$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day

.....,....................
1'111111111
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OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS:
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533
00
AVAIL IMMED large apt, 1 or 2
person Central air, w/d, garage.
No pets. 345-7286 WWW.
jwilliamsrentals.com

________ oo

New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus.
Lantz.
Fully
Across from
Furnished. Call Today for Lowered
Rates. Grantview Apartments.
345-3353.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3
BR Apts. available for second
semester. Call 345-6000.

________ oo

Fall 2007 PP&W Properties, Inc.
348-8249 1103 6th Street Housel 3/4 blocks north of Old Main.
2 story 3 bedroom apartment,
washer & dryer. Trash service
included.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Now renting Fall 07'/Spring
08' 9th Street Apartments. 3&4
bedroom lease and security
required. No pets 348-8305
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

ft'

her education at NIU.
"It was the most suessful thing
ever," Waltman said. "Ten times
more stressful than finals. Finals are
a brecu compared to thac."
"I think che besc part of che
experience was meeting the other
college kids and [host] Meredith
Vieira," Waltman said. "I'm not sure
about the producers because rhey
probably don't wane co just hand
out money, bur she really wanes you
to win and you can tell."

for rent

3 and 4 bedroom Apartments
$ 285 & $290. Trash.leather
furniture, and parking. One block
from campus. Call 235-0405 or
254-0754
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Houses and Apartments of All
Sizes. Close to Campus. Washers,
Dryers and Dishwashers. Garbage
Included. 345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
NE!\v 1 bedroom apt. W/D,
stove, refrigerator, microwave,
dishwasher. Trash paid. $495/
month 117 W. Polk. Call 3487746 or www.CharlestonlLApts.
com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
2 bedroom fumished apt with
stove, refrigerator, microwave.
3 blocks from E side of EIU.
$445 1 person, $250 each 2
people. Trash paid. 2001 S.
12th St. Call 348-7746 or www
CharlestonlLApts.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Available Jan 1st .1 BR Apt.
Water & Trash included, off street
parking. $375/mo. Buchanan St
Apts. 345-1266
00
EASTERN ILL!NOIS PROPERTIES.
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2007
2,3,4,5,6,7, & 8 BEDROOMS
HOUSES, DUPLEXES AND APTS
VIEW AVAILABLE PROPERTIES
AT www.eiprops.com or call
345-62101549-0212
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
SPRING 07' 1-4 BEDROOM
UNITS AVAILABLE CAMPUS
SIDE' CALL FOR DETAILS 3456100 ww1.v.jbapartments.com
00
2-3-4 BEDROOM HOUSES,
DUPLEXES AND APARTMENTS.
FALL 2007. ALL CAMPUS SIDE!
345-6100
www.jbapartments.
com

________ oo

NOW LEASING for Fall 071,2&3 Bedroom Units. Great
locations,some include wireless
internet. Call for details 3457286
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Now renting Fall 07'/Spring 08'
751 6th Street. 1& 2 bedroom
apts. security and lease required.
No pets.348-8305

_________

Leasing for Jan. Spacious 1 or
2 person apt. w/garage WID in
basement. Quite area No Pets
Short lease For details call 3457286
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

2 bedroom-Water,trash,DSL with
furnished leather fumiture. 10
or 12 month lease. 235-0505 or
354-0754
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Houses near Rec Center;
6
bedroom 2 bath. Dishwashers,
washers, dryers, and central air
217-345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

()()
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for rent

7 bedroom house near Old Main.
2 1n baths 2 kitchens. Washer,
dryer, central air. 217-345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
University Village. 4 bedroom
houses $450/per person. All
utilities included.345-1400
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
•••••••fall 07-08 Many New
1,2,3 and 4BR APTS Starting as
low as $240 mo. PP. 348-7746 or
visit www.CharlestonlLApts.com.

.......

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Excellent location apartments for
2007-2008 school year. 1,2,3,4
bedroom available. 11 1n month
leases starting 8"15/07, parking
included, furnished, laundry on
premises, and locally owned.
Please call for showing and leave
message 348-0673.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Quiet away from campus. 3 or
4 BR. New carpet, W&D, water,
trash, fumished. Phone 3457244
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Cozy house AVAILABLE NOW
through May 15th 07-Spring
Semester. Good parking near
Eastern. 348-8406
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
One six bedroom house ar.d one
five bedroom house, 2 blocks
from campus. Call 217-7288709
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
5,4,3 BDRM Houses For Fall.
Efficiency
Apts,
Excellent
locations, CJA, W/D, Will Partly
Furnish, Trash, Lawn Services.
EFFICIENCY APTS AVAILABLE
SPRING 2007. 345-3235
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
2 bedroom, furnished, clean and
quiet. Local owner. Water and
Trash included at $265 each.
1 111 2nd St next to the park. call
348-5427.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
4 bedroom 2 1/2 bath townhouse
at Brittany Ridge. Dishwasher,
W/D, trash all included at $265
each. Great place to live. call
549-1957.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
1515 2nd St.-8 Bedroom, 3 Bath,
Washer & Dryer, Central Air,
Wireless Internet; 345-3148
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
PP&W Properties New 1 and 2
bedroom apartments available
August '07. 1 block from Old
Main on 6th St. 348-8249
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
5 to 6 bedroom house close to
campus. 345-6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
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I SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

No date set to
resume contract
negotiations
(U-WIRE) CARBONDALE
- Concracc negotiations becween
the Southern Illinois Universiry
Board of Trustees and che
universiry's Faculry Association
remain on hold while the rwo
sides consider cheir nexc meeting
date 40 days after administrators
made rheir "best and last" offer.
Bargaining teams represencing
the union and board entered
and exited Thanksgiving break
ac a standstill after trustees' last
proposal on Oct. 18 and the
Faculry Association's unanimous
rejection of that proposal on Nov.
2.
"Thus far, all chac we've heard
has been in solid agreement
with the conclusion that the
board's Oct. 18 offer is seriously
inadequate,"
said
union
spokeswoman and Vice Presidenr
Lenore Langsdor£
BOT concracc spokesman
Gary Kolb has said the ball is
in the union's courr, and the
university team is awaiting an
official response from the Faculty
Association team. Kolb, associate
dean of the College of Mass
Communicarion and Media
Arts, said union leaders must sec
up a time to come back to the
bargaining table.
Langsdo~ a professor of
speech communication, said chat
rime has nor been scheduled, and
union members are cal.king with
faculcy members campuswide co
determine the next step.
Conaacc talks became heated
in 2002, and faculty members
threatened to strike before an
agreemenr was reached after more
than a year of negotiations.
The current conuacc expired

UNIVERSITY NEWS

June 30 buc remains in e.ffecc
until the end of the new contract's
negotiations, which began in
June.
Langsdorf said she cxpecred
thac che recent ouster of former
Chancellor Walter Wendler would
a.ffecc rhe negotiations.
Wendler, who cook SIUC's
helm in 200 l, stepped down from
che rop spot Nov. 15 on the order
of che Board ofTrusrees and SIU
Presidenc Glenn Poshard, who
cited communication problems,
low enrollmenr and insufficient
leadership
skills
when
he
announced Wcndler's demotion
on Nov. 8.
Faculty Association Presidenr
Marvin Zeman said the union
would represent Wendler just as
ic does ocher faculty members,
regardless if they are union
members.
"We have a dury to represent
everybody who is covered by the
contract, and we intend to do
the besc we can," Zeman said. "If
he needs our help in any way, he
should certainly feel free co come
to us."
Negotiations have yielded
some agreements, buc rwo
impasses have stonewalled the
conaact's completion.
Three issues spurred the
deadlocks in Augusc and October,
salary being the dominant issue.
The Board of Trustees ream has
rejected union calls for reform ro
the appeals process for denial of
tenure and promotion, along wich
a request for a vote to determine
if all faculty members shouJd pay
service charges to the Faculcy
Association regardless if they are
members.

I SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

Local pipe shop expects
hit from smoking ban
(U-WIRE) CHAMPAIGN - As the Champaign, IIJ., smoking ban
approaches, cicy and campus businesses are preparing for potential
fallout.
The ban, which was approved by the Champaign Cicy Council
earlier this year, prohibits smoking in public places including city and
campus bars starting on Jan. 31.
Urbana's restaurants became smoke-free on Aug. l, but the city's
bars will make che transition on Jan. 1.
"I chink the smoking ban will be devasrating." said Patrick Callaghan,
the proprietor of Jon's Pipe Shop. He purchased the pipe shop while
enrolled at the University of Illinois and became trained in tobacco
blending in New York and the Dominican Republic.
Jon's Pipe Shop keeps over 3,000 pipes, 60,000 cigars, and 357
different cypes of pipe tobacco, Callaghan said.
He said he was concerned wich where srudents would be able to
smoke.
"If they can'c smoke in bars and they can't smoke in residence halls,
then where can che students smoke?" he asked.
Callaghan said thac Jon's is "probably in che top 1o~ of tobacconists
in the United States.
When students come ro college, they wane to try different rhings,
including different cypes of tobacco, Callaghan said.
"Voting-age people are supposed ro make their own decisions,"
Callaghan said.
The government shouJd nor make decisions for people in their
private lives, be added..

BOONDOCKS
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I AARON McGRUDER

JUST WAIT A MINUTE. THE
lAOY GAR HIM THE MG
TO CARRY. RIGHT? I MEAN.
IT'S NOT MALL~
SltALING IF SHE HAN®
HIM 1HE SAG_

ANO SHE TOl.O HIM TO CARRY THE
~AGS TO THE HOOSE, SUT 010 SHE
SAYWNZ'QI HOOSE?
NEITHER ONE Of US
WAS 1HERE. SO
WE CAN'T REAUY
SAY, CAN WE?
HOH. SOY?

ANO IF IT WAS HER SAG,

WHY HASN'T SHE <.oME
LOOKING FOR ff? SHE
1.NJST NOT WANT IT THAT
SAO" RIGHT? YOO
RX.LOW ME. OOWT YOO?

I WILEY MILLER
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE

I MCT

· Crossword
ACROSS
1 Links between
phrases
5 Service charge
8 Team's totem
14 Ark builder
15 Party in power
16 Canadian
capital
17
Scotia
18 Have dinner
19 Idler
20 Constant
22 Mountain chain
23 Iceberg, e.g.
24 Self-denying
individual
27 Backslide
29 Go astray
30 Inflatable boats
34 Falsify
35 Scottish hillside
36 Toledo's lake
37 Surprise
attacks
39 Religious
ceremony
40 Asta's mistress
41 Lamb's mom
42 Called
sheepishly
43 Double bend
44 Bar-code reader
47 Homesteader
49 Ballroom dance
54 Family dwelling
55 Plank plant?
56 African
antelopes
58 Tease
59 Toast topper
60 Play an
improper card
61 Moray or conger
62 Take care of
63 Greeted silently
64 Med or school
lead-in
65 Time periods

1
2

3
4
5
6

DOWN
Declare invalid
Nary a soul
Boat lift
Mine
passageway
Vehement in
anger
Tooth coat

C 2006 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

11/28/08
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7 Winter hrs. in

NY
8 Sweet, dark
syrup

9 Immediately
10 Broadway
platform
11 Self-service
eatery
12 Be indebted to
13 Tobacco residue
21 What we have
22 Swift
25 Furious
26 Set of religious
beliefs
28 Foreigner
30 Magritte and
Descartes
31 Stood up
32 Direct from the
original source
33 Oolong or
pekoe
35 Bikini part
37 Suspended
38 Not in the dark
42 Make ale

Solutions
s 'ti l:I
0 N 3

0 3 1
1 1

s

3

0 N
..l

1-3-1-v-1---+--

ti 3

l:I l:I

~ 1
l:I 3 .::l 'ti
't/M't/l.
l. 0 8

s

44 Oozy sediment

N 'ti

51 Masonic
45 More inclined to
doorkeeper
pry
52 "Maria "
46 Make possible
53 Walks heavily
48 Added shading
56 Sea eagle
to
57 Seinfeld's uncle
50 Struck, old-style 58 Agt.

---liJ sports
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NATIONAL SPORTS ROUNDUP

MEN'S INDOOR TRACK I NOTEBOOK

H all of Fame chances slim for
ex-Cardinal McGwire, survey says

Turkey trials test team

McGwire, who hit 583 career home runs, headlines
the ballot released Monday along with Cal Ripken Jr.
NEW YORK - For one glorious summer, Mark and Tony Gwynn. Results will be announced in early
McGwire was bigger than baseball irself. America January.
"Mark fits the criteria, just like everyone else," Hall
stopped co wacch each time he came to the place, and
chairman Jane Forbes Clark said. "We've been very
cheered every time he sent a ball into orbit.
He could do no wrong, it seemed. Surely he would pleased with the judgment exercised by the writers
over the past 70 years of voting.
be a shoo-in for the Hall of Fame someday.
"The ballot says a player's record of achievement,
And then came that day on Capitol Hill. Over
and over, the big slugger was asked about possible conrributions to the teams, the game, their characcer,
steroid use, and his reputation cook hit a&er hie as he longevity and sporcsmanship should be considered.
refused to answer. Now, with Hall ballots in the mail, I think this year's balloting will be interesting," she
McGwire's path co baseball immortality may have said.
The AP contacted, via e-mails and telephone,
hit a huge roadblock. The Associated Press surveyed
abouc 20 percent of eligible voters, and only one in about 150 of the approximately 575 present or former
four who gave an opinion plan to vote for McGwire members of the Baseball Writers' Association of
chis year. Thar's far shore of the 75 percent necessary America . Of that number, 125 responded, including
25 AP sports writers.
co gain induction.
And the breakdown was:
"There is a clause on the ballot indicating
-74 will not vote for McGwire.
that character should be considered and a&er his
-23 will vote for him.
nonperformance at the congressional hearings his
-16 are undecided.
character certainly comes imo play," said che Dayton
-5 refused to say.
Daily News' Hal McCoy.
"He doesn't want co talk about the past?" he said,
-5 aren't allowed to vote by their employers.
-2 \vill abstain from voting.
"Then I don't wane to consider his past."
The St. Louis Cardinals, McGwire's lase ream,
That means if all the undecideds and those refusing
suggested calls for McGwire be left with his business co say voted for McGwire, and everyone else voted,
manager, Jim Milner. A message left Monday ar McGwire would need 84 percent of the rest to get
inco the Hall.
Milner's office was not rerurned.

By Kevin Murphy
Staff Reporter

The Associated Press

0

Blackhawks fire Yawney,
Savard named replacement
The Associated Press

BENSENVILLE-After losing 12of15 games, the
Chicago Blackhawks went on the offensive Monday,
switching coaches and styles.
The Blackhawks .6.red defense-oriented coach Trent
Yawney, replacing him with assistant Denis Savard _
a Hall of Fame player whose No. 18 hangs from the
United Center rafters. With the new coach comes a
faster pace.
"We wane ro be a pressure team," said Savard, who
joined the Blackhawks in 1997 as an assistant coach
and will be behind the bench Wednesday against
Dallas. "We've got co score more than one or two
goals to be able co win. ... We have to be responsible
defensively, bur offensively, we have to be a little more
creative."
Yawney, in his second season coaching the
Blackhawks, had 33-55-15 record and one season left
on his contract. Chicago has 16 points this season only Columbus has fewer - and could be on the way to

missing the playoffs for the ninth time in 10 years.
"We're eighc points our of the playoffs," general
manager Dale Tallon said. "We've only won three of
the lase 15 games. We wane to make a run."
Tallon revamped the roster a&er the Blackhawks
finished 26-43-13, che third-worse record lase season.
During the preseason, the team seemed faster and
more skilled, but the Blackhawks have nor met
expectations.
"I know that I can rum this around," said Savard,
who played 17 years with Chicago, Montreal and
Tampa Bay. "We're going to be a ream that is exciting
to wacch. Were going co create a lot more, offensively,
with the system we're going to use."
Savard said the ream will be more aggressive
forechecking, and he expects that co lead co more
opportunities on offense.
"We have to play better; that's just a face," forward
Tuomo Ruuru said. "Maybe (Savard) can bring some
new things co our team, but I don't think it's going co
be cotally different. He can't change everything."

Tuesday through Thursday
before Thanksgiving Break, the
men's track and field team competed
in an intra-squad time trial, the
Turkey time trials.
The team was divided into a blue
and a gray squad for the Turkey
time trials.
They gray team consisted of the
returning athletes and the blue team
consisted primarily offreshmen and
newcomers.
"The 400, I was sort of hoping
we'd run some faster rimes there,"
said head coach Tom Akers. "I
intentionally sort of splir our fasc
guys inco different heats."
Junior hurdler Kirkland Thorcon
improved in the Turkey lime Trials,
Akers said.
"He broke his own record in the
60 meter hurdles,n he said. "(He)
had the fastest split for the 4 x 400.
Kirk did a really good job."
Thorton placed first in 60-mecer
hurdles and in the 200-meter dash.
He also was in fuse in the 55-meter
hurdles.

Freshmen, others stepping up
Freshman

on che comer of7th & Grant
next ro the Union

HC Chair-Elect Position is open •••

NOW SHOWING

Job Description

FOR2007

•

1, 2, 3 Bedroom Apartments

t

Remodeled Units
FREE Parking
Fully Fwnished
TrashPAID
Contact: Jennifer

348.1479

---

ene rgetic team player
2 year committment (December 2006 - December 2008)
plen homecoming retreat
oversee H C • ub-commit t ettend weekly meeting• with HC coordinator a advisor
mont hly stipend

Applications ava ilable Friday Novembe r 11 i n the
Stude nt Activ ities Center (2nd floor in the MLK Jr. Union )

Deadline Extended to
Wednesday, November 29

What are you waitlttg for?
Advertise Its the PEN to help your busltsess grow
581-2816

Marcus

of the 4 x 400's in the Turkey time
trials.
"He's looked really strong and
really progressed well," Akers said.
The Casey narive competed in a
variety of events at Casey Westfield
High School.
"He's a very smooch runner,"
Akers said. "He was very successful
ac the high school level. He's gained
a lot of scr<:1gth, he's gained a lot of
endurance.
Williams was fuse in the 400mecer dash in the Turkey Tune
Trials.
Williams is not the only
freshman co stand out in the early
season. Jumper Brandon Jelks also
has been rising to the occasion.
"He has continued co improve
throughout the fall," Akers said.
Jelks placed fuse in the 60-mecer
dash and was fuse in the 5 5-mecer

dish.
"Brandon has been a pleasant
surprise for is in the dashes," Akers
said. "He's a walk on kid. He did

n

Park Place A 1~urmenrs

runner

Williams had the second fasced splic

Daniels

a lot of evencs in high school. He
high jumped, threw the shot, ran
sprints and everything else. He's a
very explosive athlete."
Ic's much more chan the freshmen
that have been srepping up for the
Panthers. Parr of the Panther work
has come in part from junior runner
David Holm. Holm placed first in
the 800-mecer run in the Turkey
T.une Trials.
"He's a real hard worker, and
he doesn't like ro lose," said junior
runner Chris Wesson.

Competing against conference
The Panthers won their ninth
Ohio Valley Conference Indoor
Championship lase season.
"Potentially we're a much betcer
team than we were lase year," Akers
said.
Eastern has won nine of the past
10 indoor tides and finished second
in 2000.
"Our depth is a lot better than
lase year," Akers said.
Southeast Missouri has been the
runner up for the past three years
and five of the lase six at the OVC
Championships.
"Southeast Missouri is also
another strong team that is
returning," Akers said. "They're
returning a lot of their kids from
lase year. The conferencc meecs are
going co be highly competitive this
year."
The Panthers are mix of
newcomers and returning letterman
with experience.
"(In the crials), 21 ouc of 27 of
our guys improved," Wesson said.
Eascem will need the help of
everyone if they are to claim its
seventh scraighc OVC indoor track
championship.
"le takes all of us as a team co
win," Wesson said.

Injuries a possible threat
Two of the male track athletes
are currently dealing with injuries.
Senior
sprinter
Brenton
Emmanuel and freshman hurdler
Thomas Evans are on the injured

list.
"They'll probably not be ready
to go by our fuse meet," Akers said.
"(They'll) hopefully (be) back in the
fold by the middle of January."

year made it possible for Spoo co
keep his job.
FROM PAGE 12
Twelve years later, Spoo is still
here.
This would not happen.at almost
Although he missed this season
any other school in the country.
because of health issues, he is still
The extension gives Miller a the head coach of Eastern.
four-year timetable co rum the
The patience Eascem showed in
chat situation, and has shown in
program around.
Bue giving a coach a concracc regards co both Miller and Sallee is
extension following a season in different than the way most ocher
which the team's 6-21 record tied college's athletic departments seem
rhe program's worse overall record is co operate in today's world.
perplexing.
Eastern knows ir can't win a
The Panthers' women's basketball national championship every year
head coach Brady Sallee received in every sport.
a contract extension lase spring
Eastern doesn't have the warped
despite posting l 0-17 seasons in visions of some schools, like an
his first cwo years in Charleston. Alabama, Arizona Seate or Miami,
Last year's ream played better in in thinking that a 9-3 football
the 2005-06 season than it did in record or a 20-10 basketball record
'04-05 and Sallee said back in early isn't good enough.
And for char reason, coaches
October that another 10-17 season
is not going to satisfy him.
should be thankful to be able co
Head football coach Bob Spoo coach here.
experienced four straight losing
But also for that reason, coaches
seasons in the early 1990s and knew should not lee Eastern spores slip
going into his 1994 season if he did into some of the mediocrity it has
not have a winning season, he'd be endured.
Afcer all, a coach's job is based
fired.
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Youth shows in OT loss

vs.
Eastem Illinois 2·2

Illinois State 3-2

Location: Charleston
Ohio Valley Conference

Location: Normal
Missouri Valley Conference

2006 Record 10-19, 9-11 OVC

2006 Record 12-1 6, 7-11 MVC

Starters
F- Rachel Galligan (6-2, Soph.)
F- Megan Scaggs (6-2, Soph.)
G- Ashley Thomas (5-8, Frosh.)
G- Maggie Eck (5-7, Senior)
G- Jessica Huffman (5-7, Frosh.)

Starters
F- Lashawn Johnson (6-2, Junior)
F- Kenyatta Shelton (6-1, Soph.)
G- Maggie Krick (5-11, Frosh.)
G- Tiffan~ Hudson (5-7, Junior)
G- Kristi Orone (5-8, Soph.)

-Leads all-time series 15-11

-ISUleads all-time series 23-8

ISU
FROM PAGE 12

The Panthers newly insralled offense
continues co impress as chey are averaging
94 poincs per game, buc their defense has
been stagnant.
Through four games lase season,
Eascern surrendered 74.5 poincs per game,
while they have given up 83.5 poincs per
game chis season.
Sallee believes his offense is rhe reason
behind the defense's poor play and
production.
"By no means do I chink our defense
is good," Sallee said, "but I don't chink it's
been chat bad. We're probably playing 15
to 20 more possessions a game chis year
rhan my firsc cwo years. When you're
playing chis fast-paced game, we sec a goal
co bold teams to 40 pcccenr shooting."
Sallee seems to have justification to
his reasoning as che Panthers are holding
opponenc:s co 43 percent shooting, a
number chat many feel is che true statistic
of defense.

WOMEN'S BASKETBAll I NOTEBOOK

W

Even with che high-powered offense
in tact, che Panthers know they're srill
vulnerable on the defensive end.
"Ifwe're scoring (94 poincs a game) and
we're getting beat," Galligan said, "we're
really noc helping ourselves much."
Illinois Scace figures co be a difficult
challenge, especially for Galligan who'll
march up wich Kenyatta Shelcon.
The 6- l freshman ranks in the Top
10 in scoring (13.2 poincs per game) and
rebounding (7 .8 rebounds per gan1e) in
cheMVC.
"She's really athletic and kind of an
oversized guard," Galligan said. "She can
rebound the ball and drive a liccle bit.
She's a tough player."
Shelton is complimented by che guard
combo of T Ufany Hudson and Kristi
Cirone. Cirone leads the MVC in assiscs
(6.6 per game), while Hudson is coming
offa career day in the Redbirds win against
Chicago State. She scored 18 points and
dished out nine assists.
"Their players are similar players to
whac you might see in our program,"
Sallee said.

cam

Inexperienced team
beaten by seniorled Illinois-Chicago

close throughout.
"We've got a bunch of babies
out there learning under fire,"
Sallee said. "Unfonunarely,
(they were) playing against a
senior-led basketball team."

By Marco Santana
Associate Sports Editor

The loss co Illinois-Chicago
on Nov. 19 ac Lancz Arena
was a clear case of experience
bearing inexperience.
Ac least chac's what head
coach Brady Sallee said.
"We just had a bunch of
freshmen and sophomores
playing against a bunch of
seniors," he said. "We gotta
learn from chis. One day chat's
going co be us."
The Flames beat che
Panthers 81-80 in overtime
after Eastern foughc back from
a 7-poim deficit in overrime.
"We dug ourselves a hole,"
said senior guard Meggie Eck.
"Ic's cough co win ovenime; it's
only 5 minutes."
The Panther came back and
cook the lead in overrime on
a layup by Huffman with 20
seconds left.
But a jumper from the
baseline by UIC's Kelly True
gave UIC che win.
The righr game reminded
Sallee of lase season's 80-78
overrime loss co Bueler.
In chat game, Megan
Edwards had a shot blocked at
che end of the game.
The close game was che fuse
rime the freshman class had a
chance to win.
This season, che UIC game
was che first game chat was

Offense leads to mistakes
The Panthers' running
scyle of offense could be pretty
exciting chis year.
Of course,
ic'll
cost
chem on che
defensive scat
sheecs.
Eastern
leads
che
league wich
an
average
Jessica
of 94 points
Huffman
per game but
Freshman
is second-topoint guard is
lasc in scoring
averaging 20.5
defense,
points and 55
giving up an
rebounds per
average
of
game.
83.5 poincs.
The
94
points is more than 10 poincs
per game more than che second
place team, Eascern Kentucky.
With the speed of che
offense and the youch on the
courc, Sallee said turnovers are
going co be a pare of the game.
"When you're playing at
chat speed, I chink you a.re
going co turn the ball over," be
said. "We accept chac as long
as they're good ones. We're
just going co have co conrinue
learning how co play at this
speed."
The Panthers are third in
the OVC with 21.8 turnovers
per game.

Panthers garner awards
The Panthers look like
they'll be barcling for Ohio
Valley Conference freshman of
che week awards quite a bit this
season, much Like lase season
when Edwards won che award
three rimes and cencer Rachel
Galligan won it twice.
Freshman poinc guard
Jessica Huffman won the award
last week after averaging 20
poincs in her fuse three games.
In her debut against Bradley,
Huffman scored 23 poincs and
helped the Panthers beac the
Braves 92-75.
Canale returns to lineup
Eascern's
backcourc
continues co gee healthier.
Ellen Canale, who missed
the first three games of the
season with mononucleosis,
returned for the Panthers game
against Indiana State on Nov.
21.
She played 9 minutes and
scored two poincs as Sallee cries
co work her minuces up.
"She doesn't have her game
legs under her," he said. "She
did some good things."
Sophomore Kara Kramer,
who has a stress fracture in
her lefc fooc, has been getting
tested every week.
However, the guard has
not seen much improvement,
Sallee said.
"She's scill day-to-day," be
said. "There is no news on it.
I'd like co chink it's getting
better."
Edwards is out for the season
with a corn anterior cruciate
ligamenc in her left knee.

asher& Dryer.

Fully Equipped
Kitchen!
Private bedroom
and
bathroom!
Walk-in closet!
·vacy lock on each
room door!

..

MATI DANIELS I OUT OF BOUNDS

Time is unusual luxury for EIU coaches
scoreboard
PANTHER SPORTS SCHEDULE
WOMEN'S BASKETBAll

TODAY at Illinois State

I

7 p.m. Normal
SWIMMING

FRIDAY at IUPUI

I House of Champions

Invitational Indianapolis
V«>MEN'S BASKETBAl.l

FRIDAY at State Fann Tiger Oassic
5 p.m. Columbia, Mo.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

I

Being a college sports coach
has co be one of the mosc caxing
jobs around. Or at least one of the
most stressful jobs there is.
A coach isn't judged on past
successes, graduation races or how
many hours they puc in a week.
Basically, a coach is judged on
how many wins and losses they
b.avc.
Which, fair or noc, is probably
how a coach's job scarus should be
judged.
Sports ace a compccmve
endeavor, coached by compccicive
people and played by compcticivc
participants. If a football ream
goes 6-6, mosc of the blame will
go co the coach. It should.
The coach is essentially the
face of the program, the person

Matt Daniels is a
junior journalism
major. He can be

reached at
mwdaniels@eiu.

edu.
easily associated when a ream is
mentioned.
In the world of Division 1-A
sports, especially football, where
administracors have co make
sure the program is given chc
right perception co alumni and
the appropriate boosters, it is a
cutthroat business.
Have a year where the goals
aren't met and a team struggles to
a 6-6 record, even though a coach
has been faced with restrictions

resulting from probation when
he wasn'c there and an 0-4 record
against your rival - hello exAlabama head coach Mike Shula
- chances are, you're getting fired.
A coach should have the
mindscc after a 6-6 or 7-5 season
ar a prcsrigious 1-A program thac
their job is in qucscion.
Four football coaches at major
universities have already been fired
in the last five days.
All che coaches (Larry Coker,
Chuck Amaco, Dirk Koener and
Mike Shula) had a winning overall
record before getting canned.
Herc ac Eastern, it is somewhat
of a different atmosphere.
As a coach here, the ulcimace
goal is to win a national
championship in every spon.

This is not feasible.
Eascern docs nor have the
athleccs, the athletic budget or the
facilities co compete with some of
the nation's cop athletic programs.
Bur
noncthdcss,
Eastern
spom generally fidd competitive
teams char compete for conference
championships and a spor in
pomeason play.
However, after saying all thac,
coaches here do nor have the media
scru tiny, che alumni pressure or
pressure from the ad.ministration
those other colleges have.
Eastern men's basketball head
coach Mike Miller was given a
concracc extension after his firsc
year in which be went 6-21.
n

SEE DAJUELS, PAGE 10

I EASTERN VS. ILUNOIS STATE

Galligan returns home to face ISU
By Marc Correnti
Staff Reporter

It came down to Eastern lllinois and Illinois
Scace.
Rachd Galligan had ~o make a decision.
The decision was made as the Bloomington native
will step inco Redbird Arena tonight with her No. 52
Panther-blue jersey facing familiar friends on a ream
chat she passed on.
With f.amily and friends in the stands, it won't be
a normal regular season game for the 6-foor-2 inch
sophomore.
"Ic'll be interesting," Galligan said. "I've played ac
Redbird Arena before, so ic feels like a home game
co me."
While ic may feel like a homecoming for Galligan,
ic might fed like a conference game to the rest of the
Panthers (2-2).
Today's game with Illinois Scace (3-2) will mack the
third opponent Eastern has faced from the Missouri
Valley Conference.
le had varying results in the fuse two meetings
against Bradley (92-75 victory) and Indiana Scace
(I 02-86 loss).
Playing so many MVC teams gives the Panthers a
1
chance co rest chemsclvcs againsc a scrong conference.
"I think ic makes sense co play those reams,"
Eastern head coach Brady Sallee said. "Our kids
gee jazzed up co play them, and I chink the in-state
rivalries arc important. Why travel aJl over America·
NORA MAIERRT I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS when you got teams in your backyard?,.

Freshman guard Ashley Thomas defends University of Illinois Springfield senior guard Jasmin Lassere Nov. 17 at Lantz Arena.
The Panthers defeated the Prairie Stars 111-76. Eastern has lost two games in a row after winning their first two regular season
games.

FOOTBALL

n

SEE ISU, PAGE 11

I BEN BROWN

Brown's dismissal not a distraction
By Matthew Stevens
Sports Reporter

A seventh consecutive playoff loss h~ the Eastern coaching
staff looking for answers but none of chem revolve around rhc
dismissal of starting cornerback Ben Brown.
"He was not a distraction because we didn't mention him
all week," said Eastern defensive coordinator Roe Bellantoni.
"I didn't think it was a factor in regards co preparation."
Eastcrn's players were aware of che suspension buc simply
chalked ic up to another player missing a game, which was a
common occurrence chis season.
"I chink we moved on well," said tailback Vincent Webb
Jr. "That siruarion was kind of like the spirit of our season
from losing coaches co losing players aJl year.''
Wich 26 players from Florida and three players dismissed
from the ceam in the lase year from the Sunshine Scace, Eastern
is noc concerned about its recruiting practices. The Panthers
staff is heading south co recruit in rwo weeks.
"EvcncuaJly ic falls on the kid making a good decision or
ruining his life," Bellantoni said.
Au;o1ding to tbe 2006 NCAA Graduacion Rate statistics,
Eascrm's football team bad a graduacion race of 62 percent,
which was the same as the srudenc body.
"COach Spoo always says find the right players not the best

players," Bellantoni said.
The disappoinrmcnc over Brown's actions, which arc:
unconfirmed by the university and athletics
department, is so deep members of the
Eastern coaching staff bring him up in
discussion as "thac player" or simply noc
at all.
"Ir's nor chat we ignored the problem
bur we had all our meecings and practices
without poincing our he wasn't here,"
Bellantoni said. "And l'U never mention
Ben Brown
his name ever again."
Former captain
Repeated attempts co contact Brown
via phone calls were nor successful.
The Panthers scarring defensive back and 2004 Ohio Valley
Conference Second Team selecrion was kicked off the ream
after violating an unspecified ream policy.
Brown was informed of rhc ream's decision the morning
of Nov. 20.
"We had won games without Starters all year and we
thought we'd do it again," Bellantoni said.
Brown was named a captain this season after being a thrccyear lecccrman and emorional leader on the defensive side of
the ball.
"We gave chat player char honor in the hopes he'd rurned

EJtlC HILTNEI ITHE DAILY EASTEIJI llEWS
Senior running back Vincent Webb Jr. rushed for 54 yards

on 14 carries in Saturday's 24 13 loss to Illinois State.
a corner," Bellantoni said. "You're going co get fooled
sometimes."

